Solutions-Summit @UN - SDGS

>800 entries of solutions-in-progress from >100 countries in 2 weeks

Africa Prisons Project – from Uganda

Floating Fab Lab – from Peru/Brazil

BioCarbon Engineering – Reforestation - from UK

AbzeSolar – from Burkina Faso
Innovation Places:
Makers / Shared Space
Connected Communities
AZ: Chief Science Officers
138 6th – 12th Grade Students, Elected by their Peers

The 2016-17 CSO season begins when a student wins their school’s CSO election and successfully completes the training institute. QUARTERLY, CSOs engage in at least one community event or an “all-call” statewide cabinet meeting. MONTHLY, CSOs meet with school staff and SciTech Jedi mentors. WEEKLY, students interact online with their fellow CSOs.
“When I took office, one of my top priorities was to apply the lessons we’d learned in our innovative high-tech campaign, to make the federal government smarter, more innovative, more transparent, and more responsive to the American people we serve.”

- President Obama
Police Data Initiative
Between June 3-5, 2016 #hackforchange in:
